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ESTABLISHMENT OF SCIENTIFIC SEMANTICS 

1ected with the investigations of Godel. As is well 
.el has developed a method which makes it possible, in 
lry which includes the arithmetic of natural numbers as a 
;, to construct sentences which can be neither proved 
1roved in this theory. But he has also pointed out that 
ecidable sentences constructed by this method become 
,ble if the theory under investigation is enriched by 
ition of variables of higher type. The proof that the D'='"-~ 
;es involved actually in this way become decidable 
s on the definition of truth. Similarly-as I have 
means of the methods used in developing 
given deductive theory it is possible to indicate 

ch cannot be defined in this theory, although in their 
; they belong to the theory, and 
theory is enriched by the introduction of higher r.i:r:nt:><i'ci 

Jmarizing, we can say that the establishment 
antics, and in particular the definition of 
natch the negative results in the 
l corresponding positive ones, 

the g11ps 
in 

;r, Tarski, A. (82}. \.Vhile the first part of that 
1e present article~ the second part contains po1en11ea1 
Jus objections which have been raised against my i:n.vest1ga..t1ons 
of semantics. It also includes some observations about the ---"--'-"''-·• 

>mantics to sciences an.cl their methodology 

0 

degree. 

under the title ~ tJber den Begriff der ivgu::c11en 
I nterna.tion,al de 

vol. 



410 ON THE CONCEPT OF LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE 

proof of every theorem reduces to single or repeated 
of some simple rules of inference-such as the rules of 
tion and detachment. These rules tell us what transformations 
of a purely structural kind (i.e. transformations in which only: 
the external structure of sentences is involved) are to be 
formed upon the axioms or theorems akeady proved in 
theory, in order that the sentences obtained as a result of 
transformations may themselves be regarded as proved. 
cians thought that these few rules of inference exhausted 
content of the concept of consequence. ·whenever a sentenc$ir 
follows from others, it can be obtained from them-so it 

more or less complicated ways by means of 
transformations prescribed by the rules. In order to "'vivuu. 

view against sceptics who doubted whether the 
quence when formalized in this way re2dly coincided in ex]j8Jg"\i 

with the common one, the logicians were able to 
a weighty argument: the fact that they had actually succeeaecr. 

in the shape of formalized proofs all the exact~"" 
which had ever been C2vrriecl out in mathematics .. 

Nevertheless we lmow today that the 
and that the view sketched above 

tained. Some years ago I gave a quite elen1euu(H 
a theory w-hich shows the following peculiarity: 
t11eore1ns tl1ere occur such sentences as: 

A 0 • 0 possesses the given 

l possesses the 

in generai, fvll 

n possesses the given property 

where 'n' represents anysyrnbol which denotes 2" 

in a given (e.g. decimal) number cmd<n1 

universal sentence: 

A. Ei:ery naticral n-umber po.s.ses.ses the 

cannot be proved on the basis of the 
of the normal ruies of inference.1 This fact seems to me to 

~ For a detailed description of a 
the clisc:ussion of the closely related rule 

x·v1 ox 

for itself. 
;c,s it lS 

coincides 
certain that 
from the 
vided all these 
true. 

In connexion '-Vith 
proved to be 

to true sentences, but 
exrunple of such a rule 
8Jccordi11g to ~rhich tl1e 
provided all 

is in essential 
be annht:trl 

ceeded in prov111g ir1nn1te1y inan31 
state of affairs \\:-}1icl1 is never realized i11 

defect ca.11 easil3r be o·vercorne n1eans of c1 certain 
tion of the i1e\"v rule. For this purpose we consider the 
B which asserts that all the sentences 

so11te:nce 
so-caUed 

basis of the rules of inf ere nee hitherto used 
have actually been 

rule: if the sentence B is 

then set up 
the11 the corre-

A can be accepted as pro\1 ecL But :here 
that the sentence B is not at aU a 

and that in conseql1ence e:1. of the rule in 
will always require a transition from the theory to the 

metatheory.1 In order to avoid this obicction we shall restrict 

1 For the concept of rnetatheory and the problem of the int81'lJr0't-arioI~ of a 
inetatheory in the corresponding theory see article VTII~ pp. 167 
247 fL 
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consideration to those deductive theories in which the arith
metic of natural numbers can be developed, and observe that 
in every such theory all the concepts and sentences of the 
corresponding metatheory can be interpreted (since a one-one 
correspondence can be established between expressions of a 
language and natural numbers).1 We can replace in the 
discussed the sentence B by the sentence B', which is the arith~ 
metical interpretation of B. In this way we reach a rule which 
does not deviate essentially from the rules of inference, 
in the conditions of its applicability or in the nature of the. 
concepts involved in its formulation or, finally, in its intuitive 
infallibility (although it is considerably more complicated). 

Now it is possible to state other rules of like nature, and even. 
as many of them as we please. Actually it suffices in fact to 
notice that the rule last formulated is essentially 
upon the extension of the concept 'sentence provable 
basis of the rules hitherto used'. But when we adopt 
we thereby "Widen the extension of this concept. Then, for the 
widened extension we can set up a new, analogous rule, and 
so on ad infinitum. It would be interesting to Ln.vestigate 
whether there are any objective reasons for assigning a 
;;v;o.unva to the rules ordinarily used. 

in grasping 
quence by the method sketched above, i.e. by 
the rules of inference used in 
theories. By ma.king use of 

this conjecture is untenable. 
theory from certain theories of a 

however much we supplement 
inference by new purely structural rules, it is possible to 
struct sentences w:hich follow, :L'l the usual sense, from 
theorems of this theory, but which nevertheless cannot 

in this theory on the basis of the accepted rules 
For the concopt of metatheory and the problem of the interpretation 

metatheory in the corresponding theory see article "\'III, pp. 167 ff., 184, 
247 ff. 

2 Cf. GOdel, K. (22), especially pp. 190 f. 
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inference.1 In order to obtain the 
which is 

constnwtion 
allows us to prove 

theories. It seems, that in ''"'-'llbluti 

theoretical nature the proper 
placed in the foreground. 2 

The fast 

writing the article me~ti~i:etd~i~l:~:h:?~~ined a~1; i~::~n.~1~~, c:~:;;l;e=~~~ 
·which ;.vent beyond the theory of logical t:ypes in ~n1y of its e1assica] forrns 

~~~s!~:~~~eb:d:~~:~ei~:~rif~/:,~::~"5;~~,~~i ~~l}';~~:em~~~1~ <wirn,cs1D!<o 

classical theory of types; u111ess V78 should thus limit 0111• coru;ideratioru3 
solely to formalized languages of an elementary and tr:'lgm<3ntr,:ry 
be exact, to the so-called languages of finite order-; cf. ar"Liele 
pp. 268 ff.), In his extremely interesting book, 
(log"t'.cal) derivation or de1ivcihility is applied to the old 
as cornr..:ionly used in the construction of ded:active theories, 
guish it from the concept of consequence as the proper concept. The opposition 
betvveen the t\vo concepts is exte:r:.ded by Carnap t-o the 1nost lti~.,-Grse derive<..:l 
concepts (' f-concepts' and • a-co"ncepts ~ 1 cf. pp. 88 ff., and 124 if.); he also 
emphasizes-to my mind correctly-the irnporta.nce of the 

and the concepts derived from it~ for general th2nrAt.'i{';Ri 
e.g. p. 128). 

• Cf. Carnap, R. (10), pp. 88 f., and 
In the first of these works there is yet another definition cf con..sequene:-e \Vhic11 
is adapted to a formalized language of an elementary character. This definitio:r1 
is not considered here because it cannot be applied to languages of a mo~·e CGI:J· 

plicated logical structure. Carnap attempts to define the c1 
quence not. only for special languages! but also within the fra1nework 
calls• general syntax'. '\Ve shall have more to sav a.bout this on r:•. 41 l~ 
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a,ttempt is connected rather closely with the particular proper
ties of the formalized language which was chosen as the subject 
of investigation. The definition proposed by Carnap can be 
formulated as follows: 

The sentence X follows logically from the sentences of the class 
K if and only if the class consisting of all the sentences of K and 
of the negation of X is contradictory. 

The decisive element of the above definition obviously is the 
concept 'contradictory'. Carnap's definition of this concept 
too complicated and special to be reproduced here without long 
and troublesome explanations.1 

I should like to sketch here a general method which, it seems 
to me, enables us to coi1struct a11 adequate definition of -the 
concept of consequence for a comprehensive class of .cvuiL.,, .... ,,..,.,,,, 

languages. I emphasize, however, that the proposed 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

of the concept of consequence makes no very high claim to 
complete originality. The ideas involved in this treatment Viill 
certainly seem to be somet,hing well known, or even something 
of his own, to many a logician who has given close attention tff 
the concent of consequence and has tried to characterize it 

Nevertheless it seems to me that 
methods which have been developed in recent years 
establishment of scientific semantics, and the concepts 

rn·ic;sent these ideas in an exact forn1'. 2 

an intuitive nature \vill form 
Consider any class [{ of sentences and a sente11ue 

from the sentences of this class. From an in
tuitive standpoint it can never happen that both the class 
consists only of true sentences and the sentence 
Moreover, since ;rn are concerned here with the 

consequence, and thus with a, relation which is 
determined by the form of the sentences betvVR'" 
this relation cannot be influenced in any way 

and in narticular by knowledge of the 

1 See footnote 3 on p. 413. 
2 The ITLethod.s and concepts of semantics and especially 

trut.11 a.nd satisfa.ction are discussed in detail in article 

X'~lI OX THE 

to \Th1ch 

K refer. The 
placing the 
sentences 

teristic and essential fi_)r tl1e proper 
be jointly exnressed in the 

If, in the 
constants-apart 
any 

and 
K by 'JC', 
.s-entt.'f2.ce X 1 n?,.-nst 

class K' are true. 

sta.tt\rnen.t: 

we 11aYe obta,i11ed 
for t11e .sentence to be ft co11sequence 

novv- aTises 1\·l1ether this cor1ditio.n is 
If this question \vere to be ans\vered i:n t-110 

of consequence would 

the eonditio11 But this tern1 ea11 be 
defined in sernrtJ1tics.1 

It. inay~ a11d 
is not difilcult to show this by considering 

the sentence X does not 
L~ 

J'.k 

the condition 
the sentences of the class 

is satisfied. This conditio11 
fact be satisfied because the ic_H11d ua,~v \Vith which vve are 

See footnote 2 on p. 4-14. 
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dealing does not possess a sufficient stock of extra-logical con~ 
stants. The condition (F) could be regarded as sufficient for 
the sentence X to follow from the class K only if the designations 
of all possible objects occurred in the language in question. This 
assumption, however, is fictitious and can never be realized~ 
We must therefore look for some means of expressing the 
tentions of the condition (F) which will be completely 
pendent of that fictitious assumption. 

Such a means is provided by semantics. Among the 
mental concepts of semantics we have the concept of the 
fact·ion of a sentential Junction by single objects or by a sequerinD. 
of objects. It would be superfluous to give here a precise 
planation of the content of this concept. The intuitive meaning 
of such phrases as: John and Peter satisfy the c;ndiiion 'X 
Y are brothers', or the triple of numbers 2, 3, and 5 satisfies r;nP.~ 

equation 'x+y = z', can give rise to no doubts. The concept 
satisfaction-like other semantical concepts-must always 
relativized to some p1;1.rticular language. The details of its pre
cise definition depend on the structure of this language. Never::. 
theless, a general method can be developed which enables us to 
construct such definitions for a comprehensive class of forma~ ·· 
lized languages. Unfortunately, for technical reasons, it would 
be impossible to sketch this method here even in its general 
outlines.2 

of the concepts which can be defined in terms of 
concept of satisfaction is the concept of model. Let us assume: 
that in the language we are considering certain variables corr~
spond to every extra-logical constant, and in such a way 
every sentence becomes a sentential function if the constants 
in it are replaced by the co1Tesponding variables. Let L be any 
class of sentences. YVe replace aU extra-logical constants which 

' These last remarks constitute a criticism of some earlier attempts . 
define the concept of formal consequence. They concern, in particular, n~::. · ... , •. ,.,. 
nap's definitions of logical consequence and a series of derivative 
(L-consequences and L-concepts, cf. Carnap, R. (10), pp. 137 ff.). These 
tions:. in so far as they are set up on the basis of 'general s~.711.tax', see1n to 
to be materially inadequate, just because the defined concepts depend essen,· 
tiaUy, in their extension, on the richness of tho language investigated. 

2 See footnote 2 on p. 414. 
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like constants 
unlike. In this ·way 1ve 
An arbitrary seque11ce of .-d-• ..;r-..-.4·-.. 

function of the class L' 
the class L of sentences 
models of an axiom "''"'T.,~n1 
cular, the ciass L consists of a 
call the model of the class 

In terms of these nc,~~ny,,.n 

consequence as 

The sentence X 
K if and only if every rnodel 
sentence X. t 

sentert.ces 
also 

It seems to me that everyone who understands the content 
of the above definition must admit it agrees well 
with common usage. This becomes still clearer its various 
consequences. In n°"+;..,, it can be 011 the ba-sis of 
this definition, that every consequence 
be true, and also that the consequence relation which holds 
between given sentences is of the sense 
of the extra-logical constants \Vhich occur 
In brief. it can be shown that the condition formulated 
above is necessary if the sentence X is to follow from the sen
tences of the class K. On the other hand. this condition is in 

not sufficient, since 
agreement with .Ll v11e 

1-1e11utmG of the richness in concepts of the Ewgua.!!.t: 

to reconcile tl1e 

here 

with that of For we can agree to call a class of sentences 

Abhandlungen- de·r F1r:es~ schen Schule~ new series~ vol. 6~ pp. 399-4 72 (see 
472, footnote 58) point-ed out a far-rea,ching analogy between this 
consequence and the one suggested by B. 13olzano about 

hundred years earlier .. 

5351 
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contradictory if it possesses no model. Analogously, a class of 
sentences can be called analytical if every sequence of objects 
is a model of it. Both of these concepts can be related not only 
to classes of sentences but also to single sentences. Let us 
assume further that, in the language with which we are dealing, 
for every sentence X there exists a negation of this sentence, 
i.e. a sentence Y which has as a model those and only those 
sequences of objects which are not models of the sentence X 
(this assumption is rather essential for Carnap's construction). 
On the basis of all these conventions and assumptions it is easy 
to prove the equivalence of the two definitions. We can also show 
-just as does Carnap-that those and only those sentences are 
analytical which follow from every class of sentences (in parti~ 
cular from the empty class), and those and only those are 
contradictory from which every sentence follows. 1 

I am not at all of the opinion that in the result of the above 
discussion the problem of a materially adequate der...nition of 
the concept of consequence has been completely solved. On the 
contrary, I still see several open questions, only one of which
perhaps the most important-I shall point out here. 

Underlying our whole construction is the division of ail terms 
of the language discussed into logical and extra-logical. This 
division is certainly not quite arbitrary. If, for example, 
were to include among the extra-logical signs the 
sign, or the w'liversal quantifier, then our definition of the con-

of consequence would lead to results which 
contradict ordinary usage. On the other hand, no 
grounds are known to me \Vhich permit us to draw 

135 ff., especially Ths. '32.7 and 52.8; Carnap, R. 
. Incidentally I should like to remark that 

of the concept of consequence here proposed does 
limits of synt.ax ;,1. Ca.map's conception (cf. Carnap, R. (10), pp. 6 ff.). Ad
mittedly the general concept of satisfaction (or of model) does not belong to 
syntax; but we use only a special case of this concept~the satisfaction 
sentential functions wl-Jch contain no extra-logical constants, and this 
case can be characterized using only general logical and specific syntactical 
concepts. Between the general concept of satisfaction and the special case 
this concept used here approximately the same relation holds as between 
semantical concept of true sentence and the syntactical concept of analytical 
sent-ence. 
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boundary 
possible to 

, ' . stann 1n 
In the extre1ne case we could 
as logical. The concept of 
incide with that of material "A"<'0 '" 

CON SB 

in this case follow from the class ]{ of sentences if either 
true or at least one sentence of the class X 'irnre 

In order to see the 
general philosophical 
of terms :into 
part in clarifyi..'1g the 
many logicians thls last vv11tre_pL 

formal correlate of the ~~~ c~~~+ 

1 It \\-ill perhaps be instructive to 
bility~ (cf. p4 413~ note 2), 'forrnal consequence~~ and ~rnaterial 
for the special case when the class _l{, from \-\--hlch 
consists of only a finite nu..111ber of se11-tences: 

by the sy1:nbol 'Z' the conditional sentence {ths wbose antecede:n_t 
is the con1nnf\tinn of the sentences Y:1.~ }'"2, ... ~ Y;~ and "Nhose eonsE 

equivalences ca~1 thc.n be established: 

the- serdence X ,zs the st>nfenc~-s oft.he cla-.ss l( 

if the Bentence Z is prova.ble (i.e. deriL·uhle froni the 

the sentence X follou•s fo1wiaUy fr01n th6 senterr.ce.s of 
the sentence Z is analyt .. ~:cal; 

the sentence ...,.>[follows t'ffi.n.f:P.riniI11 

the sentence Z ·is true. 
the senten._.ces or the cla,ss 1{ ·£j c;nd only -if 

Of the three the first can arouse certain objections; cf~ 
especially 346. In connexion with these equi"i."a.lences 

cf. e.Jso .A.jdukie"'i~icz~ I\:.. (2L p. 19~ and (4}~ pp. 14 and 42. 
In view of tho analogy indicated between the several variants of the con

consequeriee, the question presents itself v,..-hether it would not be useful 
addition to the snecial concepts. a general concept of a relati~-e 

charact-er ~ and indeed the conc~pt of consequ .. e;ice ._with ·respect f,o a cla.s8 L of 
sentences. If we make use again of the previous xiotation (limiting ourselves 
to the case ·when the class J{ is finit,e), we can define this concept as follows: 

the se-ntence X follows 
class L of sentences if 

the sentences of the class ]( with 
only if t.he sen.terivee Z belongs to the cla-Ss 

to t,he 

On the basis of this definition, derivability would coincide with consequenco 
\\-ith respect ta the class of all logically provable sentences~ formal co:nsequences 
would be consequences v;rith respect to the class of all anal:y-tica.l sente:ncest 
material consequences those 
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which 'says nothing about reality'), a concept which to me 
personally seems rather vague, but which has been of funda
mental importance for the philosophical discussions of L. Witt
genstein and the whole Vienna Circle.1 

Further research will doubtless greatly clarify the problem 
which interests us. Perhaps it will be possible to find important 
objective arguments which will enable us to justify the tradi
tional boundary between logical and extra-logical expressions. 
But I also consider it to be quite possible that investigations 
will bring no positive results in this direction, so that we shall 
be compelled to regard such concepts as 'logical consequence', 
'analytical statement', 'and 'tautology' as relative concepts 
which must, on each occasion, be related to a definite, although 
in greater or less degree arbitrary, division of terms into logical 
and extra-logical. The fluctuation in the common usage of the 
concept of consequence would-in part at least-be quite 
naturally reflected in such a compulsory situation. 

1 Cf. itt!lonstein. L. (91), Carnap, R. (10), pp. 3i-40. 
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IN this article T shall 
the sentential ca.lculus and 
mathematical theorie;;; 
a topological 
calculus, namely the 
(Brouwer-Heyting) 
tential calculus we 

v HOWS 

analogous correlation is set 

I .. 
L 

The present discussio11 seen1s to n1e to ha,re 
not onlv from the purelv formal 

certai11 ir1terest 
it also tl1ro»:-s 

an interesting light on the content relfictions between the 
systems of the sentential calculus a11d the intuitions 
these nnd·~~'~ 

In order to avoid Lu1uerbt.+u1u111gs I should like 
en1phasize that I have not 
reasoning used in this article to the 
Iogic.1 For valuable in 
to Professor A. Mostowski. 

the n1ethods of 
of i:nt-uition.ist,ic 

1 I\:Iost results of this article were obtained in the ~r"Offf lfl30. The eonnexicn 
bet\voen the int-uitionistlc calculus and Boolean algebra (er the 
deductive systems, see § 5) w-as discovered by me still er-.,rlier, 
Some re-marks to this effect can be found in article XII of the present 
in TarskL ..._D.... (80). Only after eornpleting t·bis 
with the of Sr.one: 

logic there is certainly some connexion 
bet--.Yeen partieu1ar results of the tv;o n·orks~ as can easily be seen eorr .. paring 
Stone's Th. 7, p. 2.2~ and my Th. 4.11. In their rna1:.hematicaJ content these 
ti:.vo theorerns B:Te closelv related. But this does not at all apply to the t,~·o 

tends in quite a 
Th. 4.24, in which I see the kernel of thiS paper~ 

direction from Stoncjs considerations. 

t BrBLIOGR_-li'HICAr. N°OTE. This ariicle is the text of an address gi\1en ·by 
the author on 30 Septe1nber 1937 to the Third Polish l\fathernatical Congress in 
\Yarsa\v (sec ~4n,nales de la Soci£ti polonaise de rriatlufrrw.tique~ YGl. 16 (1H:r7}, 
p. 192}. The article first appeared under the tit.le 'Der Aussagenkalktil und dico 
Topologie ',in Funclamenia J.uathr;maticae, ,·ol. 31 (1938), pp. 103-34. 


